Yer. the algorirhm is indulgenr. since it never violates consisrency, even in runs where processes are suspected.
Introduction
A Total Order Broadcast algorithm is a fundamental building block in the construction of distributed faulttolerant applications[lOl. The purpose of such an algorithm is to provide a communication primitive that allows processes to agree on the set of messages they deliver and also on their delivery order. Total Order Broadcast is particularly useful to implement fault-tolerant services by using software-based replication [ I I] . By employing this primitive to disseminate updates, all correct copies of a service deliver the same set of updates in the same order, and consequently the state of the service is kept consistent. In particular, the algorithm presented in this paper is being used to support the replication of persistent object-oriented repositories on geographically dispersed nodes [21] .
processes are not suspected, the algorithm operates as an algorithm for the perfect failure detector model. Therefore, in stable periods (the most common case), the algorithm is as efficient as the algorithms in the first class. When processes are suspected, the algorithm runs a consensus-based reconfiguration phase that ensures safety. Therefore, the algorithm is indulgent as it copes with partial synchrony and solves the Uniform Total Order problem assuming only unreliable failure detectors.
Additionally, the structure of the algorithm is exploited to provide optimistic delivev. An optimistic delivery is an early indication of the estimated uniform total order. The application can use this estimate to perform a number of actions optimistically, which are later committed when the final definitive order is established. The goal is to execute some application steps in parallel with the communication steps of the total order algorithm. Although several algorithms that support optimistic delivery have been proposed before[lX. 61, these are specialized to some specific network types [IX] or interaction patterns [61. Our approach is more generic because, in stable conditions, both the optimistic and uniform order are derived from the output of a fully fledged non-uniform total order algorithm.
The principles of our approach are the following. An efficient algorithm that provides non-uniform total order assuming a perfect failure detector is used to provide fast optimistic delivery. If processes are not suspected, this optimistic order is made uniform through an additional round of message exchange. If processes are suspected. a consensusbased reconfiguration phase is executed lo ensure the termination of pending broadcasts (determining a certain delivery order) and to reconfigure the operation mode for the next stable period. The reconfiguration procedure does not assume a perfect failure detector. The challenge of this algorithm is to ensure that the order established by the reconfiguration phase never conflicts with the order established during the stable-period.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section2 describes our system model and defines the servide provided and Section 3 introduces the building blocks used by the algorithm. A discussion on the cost of total order is provided in Section4; it motivates our new total order algorithm which is presented in Section5 Section6 offers a performance evaluation of the algorithm. Section7 compares our work with related work and Section8 concludes the paper.
System Model and Service Provided
Asynchronous System We consider a distributed system composed of a finite set of processes R = [ p l z p 2 : . . . :pn} completely connected through a set of channels. Communication is by message passing, asynchronous and eventually reliable. Asynchrony means that there is no bound on communication delays, nor on process relative speeds. An eventual reliable channel ensures that a message sent by a process pi to a process p j is eventually received by p j . if p i and p j are correct (i.e.. do not fail)'. An eventual reliable channel can be implemented by retransmitting lost or corrupt messages. Processes fail by crashing (we do not consider Byzantine failures). A correct process is a process that does not crash in an infinite run. We assume that only a minority of processes may crash, i.e., let f be the maximum number of processes that can crash, then f < Inl/2 Failure Detectors Given the impossibility of reaching consensus in asynchronous systems [ 8 ] , alternative system models have been defined: partially synchronous [5], timed asynchronous[71. and asynchronous augmented with failure detectors [3] . In this paper we follow the latter model. We consider failure detectors in class O S (Eventually Stmng), the weakest class of failure detectors that allow to solve consensus and atomic broadcasthulticast problems [3] : such failure detectors can make an infinite number of false suspicions. Failure detectors are required to solve consensus and used to trigger the system reconfiguration.
Local Clocks for Optimal Performance Our algorithm does not require the use of physical clocks to ensure correctness. However, it adapts the configuration according to an estimate of the sending rate at each process and of the network delay among processes. In order to obtain these estimates. an implementation requires the use of local clocks with a stable drift rate. These clocks are used to measure the inter-arrival time of messages and to measure round trip delays. The inaccuracy of these clocks may result in suboptimal configurations in terms of performance but has no impact on the properties of the service. , Uniform Total Order Broadcast with Optimistic Delivery Uniform total order broadcast[l21 is defined on the set R by the primitives ( I ) UTO-bmadcast(m) which issues message m to R. and (2) UTO-deliver(m) which is the corresponding delivery of i n . When a process pi executes U T O -b m a d c a s t ( m ) (resp UTO-deliver(m)), we say that pi "UTO-broadcasts rn " (resp "UTO-delivers m " ) . The properties of the primitive are listed in Table I Table 1 . Uniform total order properties some cases the estimate may be wrong, i.e., the order by which messages are UTO-opt-delivered may differ from the order by which they are UTO-delivered (although in stable periods it is desirable that it is the same). Note also that it is possible that a message is directly WO-delivered without ever being UTO-opt-delivered.
Building Blocks
The building blocks of our algorithm are a Regular Reliable Broadcast primitive. a Consensus primitive and a Total Order algorithm primitive (for the Perfect Failure Detector model), as illustrated in Figure 1 (uniformity is achieved by running an additional round of message exchange).
Regular Reliable Broadcast We assume the existence of a (regular) reliable broadcast primitive, denoted Rbmadcasr(m), and the corresponding reliable delivery primitive, denoted R-deliver(m). The primitive R-bmadcusr(m) satisfies the following three properties: ( I ) Total Order with Perfect Failure Detector A fundamental goal of our design is to create an algorithm that, in stable periods, is as efficient as the algorithms that assume a perfect failure detector. Therefore, we have decided to select an existing algorithm in that class to serve as the basis for our new algorithm.
Although several algorithms have been described in the literaturef2.4. 13, I], few were specifically targeted to operate in (geographically) large-scale systems. In a large scale network processes' traffic patterns are usually heterogeneous. The same applies to the network links: some processes will be located within the same local area network whereas others will he connected through slow links, and thus subject 10 long delays. In such an environment, none of the previous approaches can provide optimal performance. Therefore, we have opted to base our new algorithm on the Hybrid Total Order algorithm described in [ZO]. This algorithm combines two of the most used approaches to enforce total order in systems where a perfect failure detector is available, specifically: the token-sire [4, 131 and symmerr i c [ l 9 ] approach. The algorithm is based on the observa-.tion that the token-site approach is more efficient when the latency to the sequencer is small and that symmetric approach is more efficient when all nodes are sending messages at high rate. The hybrid algorithm allows some processes to operate using one approach while, at the same time. other processes use the other approach. and is able to commute the operation mode of each process in runtime.
RTOl -Agreement: Consider RTO-broadcast(m). If a correct process in R has RTO-delivered(m), then every correct process in R eventually RTO-delivers(m).
RT02
-Termination: (as UT02). RT03 -Total order: Let ml and m2 be two messages that are RTO-broadcost. We note ml < mz if and only if a correct process RTO-delivers ml before m2. Total order ensures that the relation < is acyclic.
RT04. Integrity: (as UT04).

Table 2. Regular total order properties
It does so by implementing a dynamic configuration policy that adapts the algorithm behavior such that the most adequate mechanism is used as a function of the network delays and of the traffic load. The limitations of the hybrid total order algorithm described in [20] is that it assumes the availability of a perfect failure detector and provides only a regular (non-uniform) version of total order, whose properties are depicted in Table 2 . As it will be seen, our new algorithm addresses these two limitations.
On the Cost of Total Order
Since on geographically large-scale systems, the network delay is one of the most limiting factors on the performance of a total order algorithm, in this paper we concentrate on analyzing the cost in terms of the number of communication steps needed to provide the service. This measure is less ambiguous than the usual number of "phases". We consider in our analysis only the best case scenario, i.e. runs with no failure suspicions. This is the most frequent case in practice. Using this metric, we now analyze the cost of the several hasic total order algorithms and of related building blocks. These costs are summarized in Table 3 .
The cheaper of the listed primitives is reliable broadcast, which can be implemented in one communication step. The non-uniform hybrid algorithm exhibits a latency of two communication steps or one-communication step plus 6,.
whichever is more favorable (6, is the longest inter-message transmission time of all sequencers) but assumes a perfect failure<detector. A uniform reliable broadcast primitive can be implemented in two communication steps [IZ] . The hybrid protocol can also he trivially extended to support uni-;form delivery if a perfect failure detector continues to be assumed, by resorting to an additional round of message exchange. Table 3 . Communication Steps even in failure-free runs [3] . In certain special cases, when all processes propose exactly the same value, it is possible to reach consensus in a single communication step. Finally, consensus-based total order algorithms require at least three communication steps (one step to disseminate the message plus the cost of consensus).
In this paper we present a new algorithm that has the following interesting features:
-In stable periods it provides an UTO-opt-deliver indication as fast as the non-uniform hybrid total order protocol.
-In stable periods it provides an UTO-deliver indication as fast as a hybrid total order protocol extended to ensure uniformity*.
-In opposition to the hybrid total order protocol (and other protocols of the same class such as typical token-site or symmetric protocols), it does not assume a perfect failure detector. Instead, it never violates safety if failure detection is imperfect and relies on unreliable failure detectors of the class O S for termination.
To motivate the need to design a new algorithm, we first show why some naive combinations of the previous approaches do not provide satisfactory results. For instance, one might consider to execute the hybrid total-order algorithm (to provide the optimistic delivery) in parallel with a consensus based algorithm (to provide uniform delivery). Unfortunately. it is extremely unlikely that two separate algorithms provide the same ordering. Therefore, in such configuration, the information provided by UTO-oprdeliver would be of no practical use. Another simple alternative would be to execute the two algorithms sequentially (by using the output of the hybrid algorithm as an input to the consensus based algorithm). However, the total number of communication steps for WO-deliver in such approach would be too high.
Additionally, it must he noted that the hybrid algorithm, as any other algorithm that assumes a perfect failure detector, needs to he reconfigured when failures are detected. For instance, in a pure token-based approach, when the token 'Note that in face of high load and high network delays, the hybnd algorithm offers a much more favorable latency than a consensus based algotithm.
holder fails and a new token holder has to be elected. Ensuring that this sort of reconfiguration i s still possible even when failure detection is not perfect i s a challenging issue addressed by our approach.
The Algorithm
I n the steady-state, the algorithm works closely to the algorithm o f (201 with additional steps to ensure uniform total order. Central to the execution o f the algorithm is the notion of a configuration. A configuration defines which processes assume an active or a passive role with regard to message ordering. Each configuration has an unique configuration id.
A new configuration is installed using an underlying consensus algorithm. Each execution of consensus, identified by the associated configuration sequence number. installs a new configuration.
Active processes issue sequence numbers for their own messages and on behalf of (some) passive nodes. The sequence number assigned to a given message i s called a ricket. Passive nodes do not issue tickets. In each configuration, each passive node i s assigned to an unique active node. called the passive node's sequencer. Tickets issued by active nodes are ordered using a symmetric total order algorithm and the associated messages are delivered according to this order. Since the symmetric total order algorithm requires a perfect failure detection to terminate, it may block in case of the failure of an active node. To prevent blocking, when an active node i s suspected, a consensus-based phase is used l o terminate the algorithm and install a new configuration. A difficulty o f the approach is to ensure that the order established by the consensus-based phase never conflics with the order established in steady-state.
Tickets are disseminated i n two communication steps. In the first step, the ticket i s used to establish an optimistic ordering for the associated message. I n the second step, the uniformity of the ticket reception i s guaranteed. At the end of the second step o f the ticket dissemination, if no failures occur, the associated message can he uniformly delivered. The next paragraphs present the algorithm in greater detail.
State Variables
The algorithm requires several variables to be maintained at each node (depicted in Figure 2 ). The set o f messages that have been UTO-delivered is stored in variable u-delivered. Similarly, the set of messages that have been UTO-opt-delivered i s stored in variable opt-delivered. In order to he delivered, both the message and its associated ticket must have been previously received. When a message (resp. a ticket) is received for the first time i t i s stored in variable r-received (resp. r-ticket). Wben the uniformity of the message (resp. a ticket) i s guaranteed, it is moved to the 
Steady-State Operation
The steady-state operation o f the algorithm is depicted i n Figure 3 . The algorithm is initiated b y a request from the application to UTO-broadcast a message. In response to this request, the message is sent to the other processes using an underlying reliable broadcast primitive. Then, if the sender i s an active process, it immediately issues a ticket to the message, which i s also reliably broadcast (in the implementation, the ticket i s piggybacked to the message in order to optimize network resources). Both the message and the ticket are stamped with the identifier of the configuration they are sent in.
When a message i s received, it is stored in the r-received variable. Additionally. the message i s retransmitted mensure uniformity. I f the message was sent b y a passive node and i s received by that node's sequencer in the same configuration i t was sent. the sequencer issues a ticket forthe message. Note that messages received in a configuration different from the one they were sent in are not ordered using tickets, they are ordered using a consensus based-algorithm. This may happen when a sequencer i s suspected an a new configuration installed. Due to the asynchrony o f the system, the sequencer may send several messages with an old configuration before it receives the outcome of consensus.
Tickets are only processed i f they are received i n the con-figuration they were sent. In this case, they are saved in the r-ticker set and later used to order messages optimistically. Tickets used this way are positively acknowledged using an ACKTICKET message. Otherwise, tickets are simply discarded and negatively acknowledged using a NACKTICKET message. When received, the ACKTICKETS for message v i (resp. NACKTICKETS) are stored in an ack-ticket, variable (resp. nark-ticket,). Only tickets that are positively acknowledged from a majority of processes are used to uniformly order messages. Data messages are moved from the r-received set to the u-received set as soon as a retransmission is received from a majority of processes. Similarly, tickets are moved from r-ticket to rr-ticker when an ACKTICKET is received from a majority of processes. If a ticket cannot be moved to the uniform set due to lack of enough positive acknowledgements, the respective message has to be ordered using a consensus-based algorithm. Such algorithm is triggered by setting the reconjig flag. There are other three scenarios that may trigger a reconfiguration: i) the existence of an (unordered) uniformly delivered message sent in a previous configuration; ii) the existence of an (unordered} uniformly delivered message sent in the current configuration but whose sequencer is suspected or; iii) the change of the network delays or traffic load leads the adaptation policy to trigger a change of roles (transitions from active to passive and vice-versa). Processes that are suspected are simply stored in the sirspecred variable.
Received tickets (in r-rickel) are used to UTO-opt-deliver messages. Similarly, tickets whose uniformity has been guaranteed (in rc-ticket) are used to UTO-deliver messages. The function next returns the next message that has been ordered and not delivered (if any). More specifically, consider two tickets TI = ( T I C K E T ;~, : C S~~: ' I I~~: S~~~) and T. = ( T i~~~~, p~: c u l r : r r r~: s 7 r~) .
We say that TI < T2 iff, sir, < Sri2 V ( s n~ = S T L~ A p i < p2). Note that only tickets from the same configuration are comparable. Function next has three parameters: ret, a set of received messages; tset, a set of tickets and; dser, a set of delivered messages. It returns the message 711 E rset such that 711 @ dset A PmrErsel : m' $2 dset A T,. < T,,, and for every other sequencers, 3~,~~~~~ : T,,, < T,.
Reconfiguration
Reconfiguration is always performed through the execution of il consensus algorithm. The reconfiguration has two main purposes: to install a new set of roles (active, passive, and sequencer assignments) and to order the remaining unordered messages from the previous configuration. The operation during reconfiguration is depicted in Figure 4. A reconfiguration is triggered when the Rag reconfig is activated. The first step consists in collecting the state from ii) The list of suspected members i s the union o f members suspected by the different processes (this list i s only used when assigning the active role to processes: suspected members should he configured as passive nodes). The process excludes from the suspected list all the processes from which i s has received a MYSTATE message as an input to the new configuration (including itselt). iii) All known messages (i.e.. those included in the collected MYSTATE messages) are gathered to he delivered before a new configuration i s installed. iv) All known tickets (i.e., those included i n the collected MYSTATE messages) are gathered to he applied before a new configuration i s installed. v ) Known messages without a ticket are explicitly listed in an unordered set (uset). vi) A new configuration o f passive and active roles is constructed using data from the adaptive policy (see discussion below) and the list of suspected members. As noted before, suspected members can only be assigned a passive role.
The new state computed this way is used as an input to consensus. Note that different processes may have used a different set o f MYSTATE messages when computing the proposal for the next state. Consensus ensures that all correct processes decide on the same configuration.
The decided configuration is used to update the local state at each node. The set o f know messages i s added to the u-received set (and removed from r-received). Similarly, the set o f known tickets i s added to u-ticket (and removed from r-ticket). Then, all messages with a ticket i n u-ticket that have not been delivered are delivered in the order o f their tickets. Finally, the list o f messages i n ureceived without tickets i s delivered i n some deterministic order. Note that this particular set o f messages is ordered as in the consensus-based total order algorithm of [3] . Finally, the new configuration i s installed.
Before initiating a reconfiguration (i.e. before sending its MYSTATE message) each process enters in the blocked state. In blocked state, the process does not send new messages and does not accept new tickets. This prevents the order established by consensus to conflict with an order established using the new tickets. I t also minimizes the number of messages sent to an obsolete configuration. The process changes to the unblocked state after installing a new configuration.
Adaptive Policy
To allow dynamic reconfiguration processes must he able to evaluate system parameters as traffic load and network delays. The following approach may be used each process timestamps every message with its own local clock at the time o f transmission; based on the message's timestamp, all processes can determine the avenge transmission rate of the sender process. To determine delays i n inter-process links, a simple round-trip delay method i s used. At every predetermined fixed interval of time, all receiving processes of a given data message respond immediately with a pointto-point null message to the originator process of the first message. This process can then calculate the delay between itself and all recipients.
In order to evaluate system parameters based on sample measurements, a simple mean-shift detector is used: an initial mean value of rate and delay is calculated using the first k samples from each process. Whenever a run of k or more samples fall either all above the mean value or all below it, that mean value is recalculated and used in the next iteration. As the symmetric algorithm relies on the fact that all processes must be constantly sending messages, system parameters can be evaluated after a short period of operation.
With the system parameters the algorithm must assign roles to each process. In order to configure the system, a heuristic that analyses each pair of processes in isolation is used. Consider a process p, subject to a load characterized by a mean inter-message transmission time SP, and such that the delay to the nearest (in terms of network delay) active process a is D(p,o) . The condition that must be satisfied for process p to assume a passive role is D I , ,~) + 6 , > ZD<p,al. In this case, inter-message transmission time is longer than the round-trip delay to the nearest active process (therefore, p can request and obtain a ticket from U before there is a new message to be sent). On the other hand, if DI,,~! + 6, 5 2D(,,,) then, p should assume an active role since it is sending messages faster than the time required to obtain a ticket from the token-site.
Correctness The correctness proofs are omitted due to lack of space. The interested reader can refer to 1231.
6 Performance Evaluation
Analytical Evaluation
In this section the performance of the presented algorithm is evaluated and compared with the non-uniform hybrid algorithm and the consensus based total order, using communication steps. Let 6, be the maximum intermessage time of all sequencers of a given configuration.
When~the sender is the sequencer of its own messages the algorithm requires two communication steps plus 6. (one for sending the message with the associated ticket, another guaranteeing the uniformity, and 6, to stabilize the ticket); when the sequencer is a different process then the algorithm requires three communication steps plus 6, (one for sending the message, other for sending the ticket, another assuring uniformity, and 6, to stabilize the ticket). It is important to notice that, due to the adaptive policy of the algorithm, the execution that requires three communication steps is only configured when the latency cost of one communication step is smaller than 6,. The other important characteristic of this algorithm is that when it makes an optimistic delivery of the messages, this order is equal to the final order when none of the processes is suspected. This delivery issmade one communication step before the termination of the broadcast, so the cost of optimistic delivery is one or two, whichever is best in terms of latency. The performance of optimistic delivery is equal to the performance with the non-uniform hybrid total order, presented in the Table 3 , so if an application can take advantage of this early delivery the cost of the uniform and non-uniform algorithms is the .
same. A consensus based total order requires three communication steps, so our algorithm has the same or lower cost while providing the optimistic delivery in the same number of steps as the hybrid algorithm.
Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented a prototype of our algorithm and performed some simple proof-of concept experiments. Before presenting the results, we briefly describe the characteristics of the implementation and the experimental setup.
The prototype A prototypeof the algorithm has been implemented in Java using Appia[l7], a framework for the composition of micro-protocols. The prototype has various optimizations but these do not change the structure of the presented algorithm. These optimizations are made to reduce the number of messages exchanged by the algorithm and may increase the latency of the message delivery. The optimizations are the following: The Ticket and AukTicker messages are piggybacked with data messages; the retransmission of messages by processes other than the sender (for reliability) is delayed until the sender is suspected; unless nodes are suspected, message uniformity is obtained through the exchange of acknowledgements (instead of the retransmission of the data message itself).
Experimental setup The experimental setup consisted of a simple network of four nodes interconnected in a topology consisting of two local-area networks interconnect by a long-haul link. Each node is a PC, equipped with Pentium 3 at 800 Mhz processors with 5 12M of RAM. In each localarea network, one machine runs the Linux OS and other Windows 2000 all machines run the Java virtual machine version 1.4. The local area networks are 100 Mbls Ethernets. The long-haul link was simulated using a layer that introduced a random delay with 200 vis average (this value was obtained by measuring round-trip delays from nodes in our lab to different machines in the USA). All nodes were subject to a periodic load. Nodes 1 and 3 have a intermessage transmission time of 100711s and nodes 2 and 4 have a inter-message transmission time of 250~ne. With this configuration, illustrated in Figure 5 , we have measured the performance of three different protocol configurations: a) a single sequencer (as in pure sequencerbased approaches), in this case p, was selected as sequencer; b) all processes are sequencers (as in pure symmetric approaches); c ) the hybrid configuration, with a se- In the configuration with a single sequencer, the analytical expected latency for node 3 is at least two times the network delay (that is, at least 40Orria. since the sequencer is in the remote LAN). The higher measured value (4757~~s) is due to the fact that. in the prototype, tickets are not sent immediately but piggybacked in the next transmitted message.
The difference among the original non-uniform implementation and the optimistic delivery of the indulgent implementation is due to the overhead introduced by the need to exchange acknowledgements to ensure the uniformity of delivery. The implementation also piggybacks the acknowledgements required to achieve uniformity in the normal data traffic. This delays the uniform delivery, which requires 652.77fis. but reduces considerably the message overhead of the algorithm. It should be noted that a consensus-based algorithm would require at least three communication steps (see Table 3 ). A similar analysis can be applied forthe pure symmetric approach. The original non-uniform algorithm has a latency of 328rnu which matches the analytical expected value of (1 + 6) communication steps. In this case, the overhead of the indulgent algorithm is not noticeable and, naturally. the uniform delivery exhibits an additional delay that roughly matches the required additional communication step. It is interesting to notice that, in the symmetric approach, the performance is limited by the larger inter-arrival time of processes 2 and 4. For this load configuralion, the best performance is achieved by the hybrid approach, assigning a sequencer to each of the processes with smaller inter-arrival time.
Therefore, the collected experimental data confirms the analytical measures. The data also highlights a common tradeoff in this sort of protocols, where a smaller message overhead may be achieved at the cost of an increase of latency: the prototype exhibits a higher latency than the analytical value in all phases where the strategy of piggybacking control messages on data traffic is used in order to reduce the number of messages exchanged by the protocol.
Related Work
Optimistic approaches have lately been applied in communication algorithms. specially in total order algorithms.
In [IS] an atomic broadcast algorithm that extends the Chandra-Toueg algorithm [3] is presented. This algorithm assumes that the physical and data-link layers of local area networks totally order messages in most runs, and that this order can be used as input for a optimistic consensus. Therefore, this algorithm is of limited use in large-scale nelworks.
A replicated system that uses optimistic algorithms as been presented in [ 6 ] . This system uses an optimistic version of a non-uniform sequencer based total order algorithm. The algorithm is optimized for crash-free runs and uses a consensus algorithm when failures are detected. Requests are made by sending a total order message to the group of servers. This total order message is not uniform and the order is not guaranteed in the presence of crashes, but if a majority of processes delivers the message with a certain order then this order can never be changed. When the request is processed by a server a reply is sent to the client, but the response can only be delivered after a majority of replies have been received. This total order algorithm is tailored to this particular form of client-server interaction and difficult to adapt to more general problems.
Paxos [ I61 is a total order algorithm that does not depend on reliable hilure detection and that incorporates a lease mechanism. Such mechanism can be seen as a way to optimistically configure the system such that a single process acts as a sequencer for a given batch of messages.
As noted, even if a perfect failure detector is used, uniform delivery is more expensive than non-uniform total order. In fact, depending on the strategy used, some algorithms may even offer worse latency than the best case depicted in Table 3 . For instance, in [I] total order is implemented using a token that circulates around the logical ring with the current total order sequence number. In order to guarantee uniformity the token must circulate twice for each message (thus, 2101 communication steps may be needed to order a message).
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an new integrated uniform total order broadcast algorithm that is able to offer optimistic delivery with an efficiency comparable with the best non-uniform algorithms. The optimistic delivery is later confirmed by an uniform delivery indication which is as efficient as any consensus-based total order algorithm. The algorithm has the interesting feature of using local clocks to optimize the system configuration in steady-state. However, the accuracy of these clocks is not mandatory lo ensure the safety of the algorithm outcome. When nodes are suspected, a consensus is executed to order pending messages and reconfigure the system. Therefore, the algorithm combines the best of both worlds: iJ it offers an early estimate of the definitive order with the efficiency of the algorithms that require the use of a perfect failure detection; and iiJ the safety of algorithms that make no other assumption than the availability of an asynchronous system augmented with an unreliable failure detector. The algorithm is being used 10 support the replication of a transactional' persistent object repository in geographically large-scale systems [211. 
